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 Macaroth instructs Gaur to forget this plot and stay calm in the war against Orai and the Smi. In the end, Macaroth's scheme
succeeds, but only temporarily, and results in Orai and Smi's temporary alliance with Gaur. Baron Macaroth is the main

antagonist in, the third part of the Rayearth manga. He is always found to be scheming behind the scenes. He controls the Realm
and thus the fate of the people in the empire and forces the Empire into a war with each other. He successfully causes Archon
Amgaroth to leave the Forest. He then tricks Utsusemi, Archon Gaur and the other Archons into letting him lead the loyalist

forces and has Rayearth's artillery shot down, initiating a massive war between the Empire and Rayearth. This war is the result
of Macaroth's machinations. Macaroth is defeated and imprisoned by Amgaroth. He is the chief of the Realm in the fourth part
of the Rayearth manga,. In the War of the Alliance, his army successfully attacks Rayearth and annihilates the enemy. He is the
chief of the Realm in the fifth part of the Rayearth manga,. He successfully takes possession of the Empire with the rest of the

Realm and then challenges Archon Orai to a battle. He manages to defeat and kill Orai, which results in Orai's death and the
Empire collapsing. In the first part of the seventh anime series, he is revealed to be the master of the Mage's Art, as shown when
he defeats Fuse's Wind Crest without the use of a weapon. He controls the Anitoka Empire, the last standing kingdom of Orai
Empire and one of the largest realms in the world. He is also an owner of the Anitoka Empire and its people. He also controls

the very powerful fleets of the Realms and other powers, including Rayearth and Roland's fleet. In the second part of the
seventh anime series, he and the other members of the Anitoka Empire are shocked when the wind king, Tora, demands that the

emperor show himself and says that he will cut down whoever refuses. A shocked emperor attempts to run away, but an
explosion destroys the palace's artificial wind, allowing the wind king to begin slicing off the emperor's limbs one by one. When

the emperor is decapitated, the wind king falls to the ground, but is 82157476af
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